Some Anti-Heretic Fragments in the 14th Century Bulgarian Canon Law Miscellanies

The most important anti-heretic document from the times of the Second Bulgarian Empire is Tsar Boril’s Synodicon, compiled for the needs of the Synod against the Bogomils in Tarnovo in 12111. The very nature of the Synodicon as a work of Byzantine literature, created in relation to the events of 843 in order to keep alive the memory of the definitive victory of the Iconodules over the Iconoclasts, determines its character of a primordial source for the heresies. The Zakonopravilo of Saint Sava, or St. Sava’s Nomocanon, established in 1219–1220, when the autocephalous Serbian archbishopric was constituted, and the Serbian translation of the Synodicon on the Sunday of Orthodoxy, proclaimed at the Synod of Žiča in 1221, also illustrate the strong presence of the anti-heretic theme on the South of the Slavs during the 13th century2.

This subject remains topical in the Second Bulgarian Empire during the 14th century. Proof of this is not only the historical events – the anti-heretic councils in Tarnovo in 1350 and 1360 against Bogomils, Adamites, Barlaamites and Judaizers, authentic data about which can be found in the Life of the Venerable Theodosius of Tarnovo3, but also the abundant manuscript production of that time. This article is dedicated to some typological aspects of the anti-heretic theme and to some relevant texts which testify its development in copies of Canon law miscellanies from the 14th century.

In the last years, thanks to the contributions in the description and the publication of manuscripts from the 14th century, and to several particular researches, it has been concluded that the separate miscellanies of juridical content made up part of the rich and various tradition of miscellanies – paterics, ascetics, encyclopedic,

1 Ив. Божилов, А. Тотоманова, Ив. Билярски, Борилов синодик. Издание и превод, София 2010.
3 В.Н. Златарски, Жите и жизнь преподобнаго отца нашего Теодосия, СНУНК 2 (20), 1904, р. 4–41.
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or of private reading for the royal family – that the contemporary science possess from the reign of John Alexander (1331–1371). They are inscribed in the overall process of spiritual renewal and revival, known as the Second Golden Age of Bulgarian literature and culture, whose inspirer and patron is the Tsar himself. John Alexander is a unique Bulgarian ruler, for whom the greatest portion of images and written material has been preserved today. His reign has also the privilege of being the period best presented in matters of manuscripts, some of which after the Ottoman conquest make their way into Walachia, Moldova and the Russian lands. In the miscellanies of his epoch, despite their various content and purpose, one observes the repetition of one and the same texts, whose function is connected with the preservation of the true Orthodoxy and the regulation of the efforts for its dogmatic fundament. Some tendencies have been given priority: the encyclopedic one, maintained by the higher number of erotapokríseis in some miscellanies (in the Miscellany of hieromonk Laurentius from 1348, in particular); the monastic and ascetic line, patronized by the strong support of the royal institution in favor of Bulgarian monasticism and his hesychast practices. The Canon law miscellanies enter in the scope of the 14th texts spread in the monastic milieu. So far, special attention has been paid to the various redactions of the confessional statement of the Creed and to the exposition of the Seventh Ecumenical Councils which are usually an obligatory part of the Slavonic nomocanon, or Kormčaja Kniga, but could be copied in other types of manuscripts as well (for instance, in the priest Philip’s miscellany from 1345, in hieromonk Laurentius’ miscellany from 1348, and others). However, they are not unique.

I shall focus on some text fragments from the following Canon law miscellanies:  
1. The manuscript № 76 from the Hludov’s collection of the State Historical Museum in Moscow (onward Hlud. 76), copied in about 1330–1350, a bipartite codex with a Bulgarian and a Serbian part. The first 90 folia contain features of the middle Bulgarian orthography with two signs of nasals, specific to the Tărnovo school. On the basis of paleographic criteria, A.A. Turilov identifies one of the scribes in the Bulgarian part with priest Philip’s follower, who, together with his maitre, is the main scribe of the famous copy of Constantine Manasses’ Chronicle in the priest Philip’s miscellany from 1344–1345, manuscript № 38 in the Synoptic collection from the State Historical Museum in Moscow. The Russian scholar

2 К. Кутев, Иван Александровиът сборник от 1348 г., София 1981, р. 27.  
3 Е. Белякова, О составе Хлудовского номоканона (к истории сборника “Зинар”), СЛ 37/38, 2007, р. 114–131; А. Попов, Описание рукописей и каталог книг церковной печати библиотеки А. И. Хлудова, Москва 1872, р. 200–201; С. Николова, М. Йовчева, Т. Попова, Л. Тасева, Българското средновековно културно наслядство в сбирката на Алексей Хлудов в Държавния исторически музей в Москва. Каталог, София 1999, р. 82.  
supposes that Hlud. 76 is also issued from a scriptorium, close to the capital of the Second Bulgarian Empire.

2. The miscellany of monk Pachomius from Lovetch, manuscript № 13.3.17 from Y.I. Yacimirskij’s collection in the Library of the Russian Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg (from now on abridged as L), created in a scriptorium around the metropolitan center Lovetch during the government of the pious despot John Alexander, his son Michael-Asen, and archbishop Simeon, that is to say prior to 1331, when the ruler's investiture takes place in Târnovo5. Knowledge of this manuscript remains unsatisfactory, but it is already available on microfilm Мф 266/79 in the Library of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (in use for all observations furthermore). Its similarities with priest Philip’s miscellany from 1345 and the hieromonk Laurentius’ miscellany from 1348, in several aspects, are a subject of great importance too.

3. The manuscript № 1160 from the Church Historical and Archive Institute by the St. Synod of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church in Sofia (henceforth CHAI 1160) – the earliest known Canon law miscellany in contemporary Bulgarian repositories. It is catalogued as Nomocanon from the end of the 14th century6. Since 2009, it has been prototypically reproduced under the name of Archivski nomocanon with the same dating7. The main copyist has left a note on the last two lines of leaf 192a within the text field: писавшаго сїе гї помѣни, въ црⷭтвї своемъ. Сумѣѡⷩ, таⷯ іе͗рѡмⷪнаⷯ. On the basis of the watermark variant Mošin–Tralič № 1944 from 1352, the Romanian scholar R. Constantinescu refers CHAI 1160 to 1351–1360, and proposes localization in the town of Vidin8. N. Atanasova, in her dissertation on the watermarks in the 14th century manuscripts kept in Bulgaria, puts the codex in the framework of the 70th–80th years of the 14th century. The more specific dating is based on two watermarks, precisely identified from 1363–1366. One from the type of ship remains unidentified9. All these opinions allow the dating of CHAI 1160 to be approximately set between 1360s and 1380s.

As one can see, John Alexander is mentioned only in one of the given sources as a local feudal ruler with a despot title (in comparison with the 19 historical

9 Н. АТАНАСОВА, Филигранологически проблеми на български ръкописи от XIV–XV в. (запазени в България). Дисертация, София 1984, p. 73.
notes preserved nowadays in 19 manuscripts where he was venerated as a Tsar). By presumed chronology, some of them step out from John Alexander’s reign. In the matter of content as well, the analyzed miscellanies prove that his epoch did not engendered the appearance of the miscellany-prototype, but certainly increased the number of copies by enriching the primary compilation with supplementary works. Copying always signalizes actuality of the readings. The main textual corpus (the core of the miscellany) of all the given manuscripts is notable for its outlined anti-heretical direction, although the rest of the texts (the periphery of the miscellany) varies. The anti-heretic trends have their roots in the traditional self-identification of the Orthodoxy by denying every heresy, as well as in the concrete anti-heretical polemics in the Balkans during the 13th–14th centuries against the dualist doctrines (or the remains of them), and the Latins, to whom the strongest negative dispositions in the Byzantine and the Slavic society are especially addressed in the times of the Crusades. Other common reasons for keeping alive the anti-heretic tendency could be: the particular activity of 14th century heretic sects, such as the Adamites, the Barlaamites, and the Judaizers; the echo of the decisions of the Hagiorite assembly from 1344 against some Athonite and Thessalonian monks accused of having confessed to Bogomilism; the profound influence of the hesychasm with its specific striving for a pure knowledge of God as a way to Salvation; the impending Muslim danger over the Balkans and the pressing necessity of preserving the Orthodox identity by the combined efforts of the State and the Church.

The manuscript diffusion of identical anti-heretic texts in a series of copies testifies to the existence of a common prototype and arises from the question of what Greek correspondent the Slavonic reception is based upon. Let’s focus on the chosen textual fragments.

I. CHAI 1160: ff. 72а–74b; L: ff. 152b–154b; Hlud. 76: ff. 35a–37a.
Under the following title ὁ τοῦ κυκλευκενσκαφος κυκλευκενσκαφος (variant in L и паки ари упаке се съм ро̀т о паки и куклесенскага кутораго съм ро̀т о сымрики недеди. и с проми нелъ складане) begins: Повелѣваемъ въсъкъ христиане съм ро̀т о пасъ тъкъ въз съм ро̀т о сымрики съм ро̀т о нѣдля и паки до нѣдля сокиня, мисти чычъ да нѣдъ меса, лины же сыръ и рыба (in L added и мягка). И паки до срѣл и съм ро̀т о въз съм ро̀т о сымрики. И паки дръгъ съм ро̀т о сымрики до въз стъпъ по съм ро̀т о дха такоже істи, и паки

10 Ив. Божилов, op. cit., p. 164.
13 Fragments are published according to CHAI 1160 which I have chosen as the main copy, verified de visu.
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In the Moldavian manuscript № 636 from the Library of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, which will be quoted further, one used the term до богоꙗвлени.
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If we start from the text in L, where the title about the Cheese fare week is not a separate unity, it is obvious that the Second Ecumenical Council (the First from Constantinople, 381) was perceived as a canonical frame. In its 1st and 7th rules, the Council pronounced accusations against the actual heresies during the whole 4th century, namely the Macedonians (denying the divinity of the Holy Spirit, or Pneumatomachians), Sabellians, Eunomians, Markelians, Appolinarists, and others. These are Trinitarian Christological heresies, arisen from the non-orthodox view about the Holy Spirit. By their ideology they are close to the Arianism, condemned as early as on the First Ecumenical Council convened in Nicaea in 325. But the subsequent matter does not justify directly this frame because it consists explicitly of bylaws against the non-orthodox fasting. The text controverts the three-time-damned Armenians and their arajavor fast (a preliminary fast from the pre-Lenten penitential cycle, held during the week between the Sunday of the Publican and Pharisee and the Sunday of the Prodigal Son, as the text says не ля еже прѣ мѧсопоνѫѫ). None of the holy councils of the Church has ever mentioned the arajavor fast, but its complicated and differently explained nature is well enough documented by Byzantine sources. In our text, however, this fast is taught as closely connected with the Orthodox dogma of fasting; likewise it is quoted in the Lenten Triodion and the Typikon, without any references to the legendary narratives about the heretic Sergius and his dog, which the arajavor fast was named after. In contrast to the Armenians and other monophysite sects, such as the Jacobites, Copts, and Nestorians, during the week of the arajavor fast, orthodox Christians do not fast on Wednesday and Friday on pain of anathema (according to other prescriptions during the whole week the fasting should be broken, as the Slavonic text indicates: сего ради не дъятъ наѧ нѣ едныѧ дѣнь постити). The reason for the Armenian fast to be mentioned in a textual sequence for the Cheese-fare week

might be seen in the common permission for the use of dairy products. Besides the Armenians, the Slavonic text emphasizes the so-called хансианіе, хансиапе. As early as the first half of the 11th century, the Byzantine writer Demetrius, metropolitan bishop of Cyzicus in Asia Minor, wrote against them and other Armenian sects of Jacobites and Melhiti who venerated the death on the cross more than Jesus himself. Fragments of his work constitute the 41st chapter of the St. Sava’s nomocanon, followed by the famous 42nd chapter against the Bogomils, called Babuni. In this shape, they were set within the whole corpus of the earliest copy from Ilovica, dating from 1262. Demetrius of Cyzicus compared those heresies to the Eutychian one, pointing out the common practice of eating meet during the Cheese-fare week. Thus, the micro textual insertion about the Cheese-fare week in the given fragment is a focus on the subject of the breaking of orthodox fasts and the ways to differentiate from the heretics by the established practices during the pre-Lenten period. As it is well known, after the Cheese fare Sunday the 40 days of Lent begins. The inserted list of heresiarchs confirms again that the core of the anti-heretical polemics is the Trinitarian Monophysite heresies and those of the Quartodecimans, who deviate from Orthodoxy by the way of celebrating Pasha, some of them similar to the Jews. Indeed, the Second Ecumenical Council proclaimed accusations against the mentioned heresies. The list of the heresiarchs, condemned mostly prior to and on the Fourth Ecumenical council, traditionally starts with Arius, Nestorius and other famous monophysites, but one can likewise see outlined the name of Paul from Samosata and that of Lucopetros. Historically speaking, in those personalities one alludes both to monophysites and to dualist heresies, especially to the most popular one, Paulinism. For instance, Lucopetros was declared a teacher of the heretic Sergius, who was thought to have established the arajavor fast according to the legendary background; at the same time, Lucopetros was mentioned as a leader of the Bogomils–Phundagiagita from the Byzantine theme Opsikion in northwestern Anatolia, Asia Minor during the first half of the 11th century, as stated by Euthymius of the Periblepton (or of Akmonia) in his famous 11th-century Epistle based entirely on authentic contemporary data. The dualistic line is straightened on a nominative level by the use of the term конюврики, regularly keeping one and the same shape in all three copies and

19 The Ilovica Kormčaja represents a 398 leaves parchment codex, copied by deacon Bogdan in Ilovica, the siege of Zeta metropolis, on Bishop Neophyte’s order. Today, the manuscript is kept in the Library of Zagreb. It was reproduced in 1991; see М. Петровић, op. cit., p. 2056–206a.
associated with the name of the Manichean leader Kuvrick (Kubrick), or Mani\textsuperscript{22}. One can presume the influence of 12\textsuperscript{th}-century anti-heretic Byzantine discourse, when, together with the standard Trinitarian accusations, dualistic ones supplemented the vivid polemics, treating the Armenians as Manicheans or Paulicians, because Paulinism flourished among the Armenian diasporas in Byzantium, in particular. Besides the accusations in Monophysite heresy and dualism, with regards to the Armenians, Byzantine literature from the epoch of the Crusades offers examples of having made associations between them and the Latins. Therefore, the Armenians were metaphorically called \textit{the third colony of the Latins}, because of the similarities between the two denominations in dogmatic matters, against which the Orthodox Church had always fought, such as the use of unleavened Eucharistic bread (asymes) and pure wine in the Holy Communion. Anti-Armenian propaganda increased after the conquest of Thessalonica by the Normans in 1185.\textsuperscript{23}

The Slavonic tradition gives multiple examples for the traditional anti-heretic trends against the Armenians and Bogomils, as they are attested in the St. Hilarion of Almopia’s Life, composed by Patriarch Euthymius, or in the Berlin miscellany from the very beginning of the 14\textsuperscript{th} century, with special references to \textit{тырький дръклини скврни пѢть глии ѵрцинѣрикъ}\textsuperscript{24}. Consequently, the anti-Armenian and the anti-dualistic line were traditional for the historical period when the examined miscellanies were subjected to intensive copying.

II. CHAI 1160: ff. 87a-88a, L: ff. 155a–162a, Hlud. 76: ff. 47a–48a.
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\textsuperscript{23}M. Angold, op. cit., p. 510.


\textsuperscript{25}At this point, the text is interrupted purposely and continues with a sequence of canonical rules, mostly intended for monks: Ѣри на ловь исходѧи или псы хранѧ. After them, the text reverts to folio 161b.
Following the description of CHAI 1160, this textual insertion formally belongs to the group of collected texts entitled ὡ σκύρικα γιλε, which covers a wide range of fragments, including penitential rules, but in L, this sequence is not separated as an autonomous entity. The canons break the homogeneous structure in blocks of, generally speaking, non-penitential texts. The given state of L copy allows the presumption that the doctrinal regulations are components of one unity and that their segmentation might be conceived as a result of a latter transformation. This statement is supported the fact that the fragment is not particularly titled. It is framed by readings about orthodox fasts and ends with a triple anathema against the very abominable faith of the so called φρ`()сы. As I consider this term a key-word, the analysis should start from here.

Φρ`()сы (in other copies φρ`()γι, φρ`()γι) is used one more time in all sources, again in close connection with the fourth Orthodox fasts – of Christmas, Paschal, of the Holy Apostles and of the Theotokos – situated in positional proximity with the above mentioned text without a special title. Given its position and contents, this fragment falls into the same rubric. Here it is: Περὶ γὰρ τὸ δρᾶσιντοις ναπεσαχ. 

In the context of the early canonical definitions of the first Ecumenical councils, the term φρ`()γι refers to καὶ Μοντανιστὰς τοὺς. 

> Архивски номоканон, р. 13.
ἐνταῦθα λεγομένους Φρύγας, that is to say, to a heretic sect from the region of Phrygia in the central part of Asia Minor, unified by the founder Montanus and his disciples the Montanists (Phrygians), who preached the ideas of: dissolving marriages; disrespect to the Eucharist and its replacement with a Satanic sacrifice; the faith in the Paraclete (the Consoler, or the Holy Spirit), whose name was also appropriated to the leader of the sect. This heresy was brought in light of the seventh rule of the Second Ecumenical council and the eight rule of the Local council from Laodicea, about 343. 27 Epiphanius of Cyprus (†403), in his Panarion (Adversus haereses from 374–377), fragments from which took place in the St. Sava's Nomocanon, treated the mentioned heretics from the Second Ecumenical council as Montanists: фриги ѿ мондана соўть, фриги монданиты, катафригасті. But in the same primordial Slavonic source, the whole 51st chapter was dedicated to франъци и ѿ прочих латынщць (in the text, one can read the explanation франзи иже германи нарицаеть се). Among the numerous condemnations against the Latins, or Germans, one lists the following: consumption of meat during the first week of the Lent; the ignorance of and the disrespect to the Cheese-fare week: ни зънають что есть сырнаа нъе; the irregular observation of the Lenten fast, which, among different representatives of this denomination, varies from six, through eight, to ten weeks, and so on. Hence, identical or similar accusations could be addressed to different heretic denominations, to compare: 1. According to the interpretations of the eighth canon of the Second Ecumenical council, the Eunomians, Sabellians and фрุงы were called Wednesday people, because they used meat in Wednesday, but fasted on Saturday; 2. According to the Demetrius of Cyziicus' testimonies, Jacobites, Melhiti and ханси сь съботы и въ нею млѧко и сирь и вѧдеть. въ вино воды не въливають; 3. On the other hand, fasting on Saturday, the use of azymes, and the heaviest possible deviation – the dogma about the proceeding of the Holy Spirit not only from the Father but also from the Son, the Filioque, – were obligatory arguments in the Byzantine anti-Latin polemics and therefore in its Slavonic adoption. Taking into consideration the content of the fragment in all three copies, testifying the use of the examined term, it seems plausible to refer Фрѫщ to Latins and to bind the text with the anti-Latin account, which, naturally, could not be emblematic for the canonical determinations of the Second Ecumenical council, but could be engendered by the nominative association between similarly sounding names. The fact that L, in one of its marginal notes on folio 78b, explicitly explained the term by the following: ітъля наричат сѧ фрѫщ gives grounds

28 Quoted according to the Bucharest Kormčaja from the same filiations, manuscript № 285 from the Library of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, f. 2856.
29 Ibidem, f. 61a.
30 Ibidem, f. 153b.
for the proposed hypothesis. The adherence to the characteristic orthography for the overall codex allows the note to be determined as a contemporary one of the miscellany glossary.

Since the establishment of Charlemagne’s Empire as Imperium Francorum, the whole Western world has been referred to as the Empire of Francs, from the Greek φράγκοι. Since 1204, the Latins and the crusaders were referred to in this way. Nikon of the Black Mountain (1025 – 1100/1110) left some significant details about that in his Taktikon, as the author himself witnessed of the conquest of Antioch by the warriors from the First Crusade. In the 38th chapter of his work, he spoke about τὸ ἔθνος τῶν φραγγῶν ἐν ταῖς θείαις γραφαῖς Γερμανοὶ λεγόμενοι. According to him, they shared the same anti-heretical views with the Macedonians, Nestorians and, in particular, the Arians. The form фрѫ́зи was testified in Tsar John Asen’s inscription from 1230 in Tărnovo’s church “St 40th martyrs”; фрѫгꙑ could be read in St. Hilarion of Almopia’s Prolog Life. The forms фрѫгы, фрѫси, фрѫжьскѫ were attested in the St. Petka from Tărnovo’s Life, written by Patriarch Euthymius. They corresponded to the described historical events during Tsar John Asen II’s reign and designated the Latins, or the Francs, the habitants of the Latin Empire on the Balkans created after the Fourth Crusade, existing from 1204 to 1262. Despite the non-exhaustiveness of the given examples and their possible multiplication, one can conclude that the term circulated as a topical nomination in the literature of the Second Bulgarian Empire all over the 13th and 14th centuries.

The published fragment from CHAI 1160 targets the unleavened bread used by the Latins and the Filioque. In this purpose, the fragment lies upon the Council from 843, convened in Constantinople, on which, thanks to the Empress widow Theodora (842–867), regent of his son Michael, the logothete Theoktistos and other supporters of the regent council, the veneration of the holy icons was definitely restored. On the 11th of March, 843, on the first Sunday of Lent, the Iconodules proclaimed publicly their victory and legitimized the renewal of the canonical dispositions from the Seventh Ecumenical council (the Second Nicean), held in 786–787. The council of 843 was its natural prolongation in the fight between Iconoclasts and Iconodules, having given the most actual dogmatic definition of

---


the Orthodox faith, and therefore, having turned into a basic ideological cushion for the anti-heretic theme, as the latter was given shape only and solely in opposition to the Orthodoxy, which means that, by use of antinomy, the broadest Orthodox perception defined the heretic as someone who merely was not an Orthodox\textsuperscript{34}. In this way, the incompatible, at first sight, titles of the Bulgarian miscellanies found an internal logical order and organization. Obviously, it is to presume that the Slavonic text lies upon a concrete Greek prototype of compilative character, over which the rich centuries-long Byzantine anti-Latin controversy left its mark by using fundamental subjects and ideas. The strong anti-Latin propaganda had characterized the Byzantine society since the 12\textsuperscript{th} century. All researchers having dealt with this period are unanimous that in the reign of the Komnenos dynasty, one observed an unprecedented wave of hostility against the Latins’ errors, which turned into \textit{religious hysteria and popular antipathy}\textsuperscript{35}. The period of the 11\textsuperscript{th} – to the beginning of the 13\textsuperscript{th} centuries gave birth to the Lists of Latins’ false beliefs, a very popular literary genre in Byzantine literature with a probable influence on the Slavonic tradition (see, for instance, the reference to the 30\textsuperscript{th} errors of the Latins in the Berlin miscellany: Λ ΝΑ ΛΑΤΙΝΩΝ ΙΣΧΑΔΙΝΗΤΑ ΛΕ ΒΑΛΥΤΕ)\textsuperscript{36}. The anti-Latin theme gained official status on the Balkans in and through St. Sava’s Nomocanon. Thus, the anti-Latin issue was also typical for the epoch of the spread of the examined miscellanies.

In the context of what has been said so far, it is scarcely surprising that the anti-heretic theme continues in the rubric \textit{От правиль събора Антиохиискаго} (CIAI 1160: f. 88b; Hlud. 76: f. 48b; L: f. 31a), in which there were two anathemas striving against the communication with Jews, Armenians, Jacobites, Muslims, and Paulicians (the latest endowed with the gloss ΙΙΕ ΩΑΠΙΧΙΝ ΤΑΚΟΒΙΝ, ΙΙΕ ΩΑΠΙΧΙΝ ΠΑΤΕΡΙΝΙ ΙΕ ΤΩΦΟΛΗΝ)\textsuperscript{37}. Although in all the copies the fragments about the Cheese fare week indicated an unchangeable number of 65 heresies, subjected to anathema, that is namely in the rubric \textit{От правиль събора Антиохиискаго}, where the explicit nomination of the Bogomils, unique in the overall miscellany scope, took place. In previous publications, I have already argued in favor of its translated character from a yet unknown Greek correspondent. I allowed myself, as well, to stress the fact that the source Cotelerius’ Nomocanon pointed out as Greek\textsuperscript{38}, but might have been of the same manuscript

\textsuperscript{34} J. Gouillard, \textit{Le Synodikon...}, p. 182.
\textsuperscript{35} P. Magdalino, \textit{The Empire of Manuel I Komnenos 1143–1180}, Cambridge 1993, p. 368;
\textsuperscript{36} Х. Миклас, Л. Тасева, М. Йовчева, op. cit., p. 68.
\textsuperscript{37} М. Цибранска-Костова, М. Райкова, Богомилите в църковноюридическите текстове и па- метници, СЛ 39/40, 2008, p. 197–219.
\textsuperscript{38} М. Цибранска-Костова, op. cit., p. 259–410.
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tradition in the actual Byzantine Canon law literature from the 12th – to the beginning of the 13th centuries. The proximate position and the common threatened subject of all the texts investigated allow the supposition that a unified anti-heretic cycle was segmented in different ways in the given copies. The character of all anti-heretic texts bears a resemblance to a secondary compilation of various sources, originating in the Byzantine environment, not to a homogeneous corpus. Undoubtedly, they have a tangible accent in the relation Armenians–Dualists–Latin. The Slavonic anti-heretic cycle from the 14th century Bulgarian miscellanies has an as yet unidentified Greek counterpart. It nourishes the Slavonic manuscript tradition with the predominating Byzantine view upon the Orthodoxy as the true Faith of the Church, inherited from the tradition of holy Apostles and the holy Fathers. This is the reason for the largely pointed idea in the Bulgarian miscellanies that all Canon law prescriptions represent the Holy patronymic legacy. Starting from this point of view, one could explain the incompatibility between the titles of the Ecumenical councils and the relevant canonical issues which has never been alleged. On the other hand, the explicit presence of the issue of how to observe Orthodox fasts reveals the monastic milieu of the spreading of the miscellanies as well as of the appearance of their Slavonic translation. Therefore, the structural unities, ascribed in the leading copy CHAI 1160 as Οτιο η θεολογικου συλλογη (ff. 72a–73a), ος ονομαστηνη δειν (ff. 73a–88b), and Οτ πρακτικη συλλογη Ανθρωπικου (f. 88b), as well as probably some separate anathemas on other folia, constituted one thematically consistent unity in the Byzantine prototype. It influenced the Slavonic tradition by giving the concise collection of rules and anti-heretic texts whose popularity won its ascription of “the penitential Nomocanon of Slavia Orthodoxa”. It is my understanding that further scholarly investigation should verify the hypothesis of the source of the Slavonic translation to have been not merely a nomocanon, but a homogenous Byzantine Canon law miscellany with a well-established anti-heretic core. The anti-heretic theme became obsolete only in some late Slavonic copies and the printed versions from the 16th century. On the contrary, it is to point out that in Walachia and Moldova, the same anti-heretic trends from the Bulgarian 14th century original found not only a particularly warm acceptance during the 15th–16th centuries, but also developed thematically with other anti-heretic works of various provenance, mostly southern Slavic and Russian. The perfect example to illustrate this statement is manuscript № 636 from the Library of the Romanian Academy of Sciences, written by Deacon Hilarion in 1557, with Moldavian script and Middle Bulgarian orthography in the Neamts monastery. All the texts mentioned above were separated in chapters and numbered following the book’s content; some texts were given titles which did not exist in the previous 14th century copies, as follows:

1. Chapter 43rd: Οτιο η θεολογικου ετοςατο συλλογη, which contained only one canon with the incipit аще кто ще паганы язык прине кртити са къ православия върху (f. 77b).
2. Chapter 45th, called in the book content О пѧтыхь неⷣлѣхь раздрѣшеныⷯ. It contained the first published text, including the fragment about the Cheese-fare week о сырыѣ и нѣлѧ правило.


4. Chapter 68th: О раздрѣшенѣ и срѣⷣ и пѧтѡⷦ to which the second published fragment was affiliated. It is worth mentioning that manuscript № 636 contained explicit data about the use of the term фрѫзи in a supplementary anti-Latin cycle, stepping out the frame of the so-called Psudo-Zonaras nomocanon. It has been recently studied in the light of the anti-Latin polemics in the Slavonic environment39.

5. Chapter 70th was entitled ω π˚ свѧ и съ еретикѡмь. It consisted of only one canon delivering on anathema the communication of an Orthodox priest with Jewish people.

6. Chapter 71st Ο ꙗдѫщихь съ еретикѡмь referred to the mentioned rule against the Bogomils.

The Moldavian manuscript proves that the numbering of chapters and their titles were a secondary phenomenon in textual development, but it should be conceived as a result of the typological features and the thematic point of the overall Canon law miscellany. The anti-heretic line was one of its essential peculiarities. In Moldova, it found its real political meaning during the 16th century. In August 1551, the Moldavian ruler Stephen Rareş (1551–1552), together with the Orthodox clergy, undertook persecutions over Armenians, Catholics, Protestants and Jews, for the purpose of restoring the Orthodox faith betrayed by his brother Elias Rareş, who, earlier in the same year (30.05.1551), in Istanbul, committed the gravest crime for an Orthodox ruler, namely the denial of the Orthodox faith and the conversion to Islam40. The reasons for the Middle Bulgarian miscellany to have been widely copied beyond the Danube River were the same, which engendered its Slavonic translation: the protection of the Orthodoxy in difficult periods of its existence. The anti-heretic miscellany prototype with its wide range of anti-heretic issues served to compile a new true Orthodox encyclopedia against the heresies, whose fundament was set upon a Bulgarian 14th century textual matrix. The linguistic peculiarities of all early 14th century copies give enough proof for the Bulgarian origin of the translation. The preliminary study makes plausible the hypothesis of its coming to life into the chronological framework of the second half of the 13th – to the beginning of the 14th century. There can not be doubt that as early as the second quarter of the 14th century, this miscellany prototype recorded

39 I. Bogdan, Cronice ineditate atingătoare de istoria romînilor, Bucureşti 1895, p. 79–102; a new attempt to reveal the rich content of № 636 was undertaken by A. Nikolov, see: A. Николов, op. cit., p. 79–85.

a structural variety, rather in the peripheral texts than in the textual core. Therefore, the further logical steps in its study, no matter that this task seems difficult, should be concentrated on the identification of the sought after Greek prototype, which fostered the anti-heretic searches and traditions in the Second Bulgarian Empire.

Abstract. It is well known that the major anti-heretic written source from the Second Bulgarian Empire is the Tsar Boril’s Synodicon, proved to have been compiled to serve the Synod against the Bogomils, convened in Tărnovo in 1211. However, the subsequent century is also marked by the anti-heretic line in various types of manuscripts which shape the image of the so called Second Golden Age of the Bulgarian literature and culture. The reign of John Alexander (1331–1371) is reputed to be the richest period of compiling miscellanies – encyclopedic, ascetic, and monastic, or for individual reading of the royal family and court. An important account of them is the manuscripts of legal content which vary from functional guides with Canon Law rules to complex compilations of material from diverse sources. They deserve to be investigated not only as a part of the cultural system but also as principal evidences how the mechanism of regulation in the tripartite relationship Law-Society-Culture has functioned. The latest discoveries and the up to day of the catalogued database of Slavonic manuscripts in the Bulgarian repositories and the Russian libraries proved the undisputable role of the Middle Bulgarian written tradition as transmitter of the official attitude against every deviation from the Orthodoxy in three main areas: 1. the traditional so called Christological heresies; 2. the heterodox dualist doctrines of Manicheans, Massalians and Paulicians, including Bogomils; 3. the Latins.
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